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Assist: An assist is a credit given to 1 or 2 players (other than the goal 
scorer), who helped to create the goal opportunity e.g. by passing.

Attack: Skating with the puck, or hitting it, towards your opponent’s goal.

Attacking Zone: The end section of the ice in which a team is attempting 
to score. In other terms, it is the section of ice between the opponent’s 
blue line and goal line.

Backchecking:Backchecking: The aim of backchecking is for the defending team to 
regain possession of the puck.

Barn: Slang for the ice rink.

Biscuit: The puck

Blueliner: Defence players

Body checking: Using body parts (shoulders to hips), to physically knock 
into an opposing player and separate them from the puck.

Breakaway:Breakaway: An offensive rush in which the player ‘breaks’ towards the 
opposing goal with the puck and no defenders are between him and the 
goalie.

Breakout: The play used by the attacking team to move the puck out of 
its own zone and up the ice toward the opponent’s goal.

Bucket: Helmet

Butterfly: When goalies plunge to their knees in order to block the net Butterfly: When goalies plunge to their knees in order to block the net 
with their leg pads.

Catcher: A glove worn by goalies so they can catch pucks heading 
towards them.

Changing on the Fly: When players on the bench swop places with 
players on the ice, while the play is going on.
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Clapper: Slap shot.

Cookie jar: The top of the goal net.

Crease: A semi-circle area in front of the goal. Offence players cannot 
enter the crease until after the puck does.

Deke [deek]: A play intended to trick an opponent into moving out of 
position.

Drop pass:Drop pass: A direct pass behind to a teammate.

Dropping gloves: Preparing for a fight.

Faceoff: When the game begins, or play is re-started, the puck is 
dropped onto a faceoff spot on the ice. A player from each opposing 
team tries to win possession of the puck.

Fighting: Fighting.

Five-hole: The space between a goalie's legs.

Forechecking: Defensive play occurring in the oForechecking: Defensive play occurring in the offensive zone, in order to 
re-possess the puck.

Gino [jee-noh]: A goal that is scored.

Grinder: A player praised for working hard on the ice and assisting with 
goals, rather than being a lead scorer.

Hands: A player with great stick handling.

Hat-trick: If a teammate scores 3 goals in one game. See our 'Bizarre ice Hat-trick: If a teammate scores 3 goals in one game. See our 'Bizarre ice 
hockey traditions' for fan's reactions to a hat-trick.

High-stick: A penalty for hitting a player above the shoulders with a stick.

Hit: When a body check successfully removes the puck from an 
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Icing - When a team shoots the puck from their own side of the centre 
red line and across the opposition's goal line. There is one exception 
though - when a team is short-handed due to a penalty, icing is legal.

Interference: A penalty for obstructing a player not in possession of the 
puck.

Jibbs: Teeth.

Laser: A powerful, precise shot.

Limoges: Own goal.Limoges: Own goal.

Liney: The linesmen.

Long side: The goal side that is furthest away from the player shooting.

Man Advantage: This occurs when a team has one (or more) players on 
the ice than its opponent, usually as the result of a penalty.

Man on: Teammates shout this as a warning that an opposing player is 
nearby.

Major penalty: 5 min penaltMajor penalty: 5 min penalty.

Minor penalty: 2 min penalty.

Mitts: Player's hands.

Netminder: Goalie.

Neutral zone: The ice between blue lines.

Official: The referee.

OOffside - Play is declared 'offside' when an attacking player enters into 
the offensive zone before the puck does. Both skates over the blue line 
would count as 'entering'.
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Paddle: The wide section of a goalie's stick.

Penalty Kill: The act of preventing goals while playing shorthanded.

Pillows: Goalie's leg pads.

Pinning the Puck: A tactic of pinning the puck against the boards with the 
stick or skates, in order to stop the play. This situation always results in a 
face-off.

PlayoPlayoff beard: 'A superstition' – players not shaving any facial hair during 
the playoffs.

Poke checking: When an opponent pokes the puck away from the other 
team.

Power play: If a team has more players on the ice due to penalties.

Rebound: When someone takes a shot and the puck bounces off a 
player or the net.

Rush:Rush: This term is used to describe a team advancing quickly up the ice.

Shadow: Following an opposing player to skew their game.

Shaft: Long part of a player's stick.

Sieve: A jeer towards the goalie if they let in too many goals.

Sin bin: Where you're sent if you're given a penalty.

Slapshot: Describes hitting the puck with the blade of the stick after a full 
back swing.

Snipe:Snipe: A powerful, accurate goal.

Stickhandling: Controlling the puck through the opposing team.
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Stripes: Referee.

Tilt: Having a fight.

Top shelf: The upper goal area.

Trapper: The goalie's catching glove.

Twig: Hockey stick.

Waffle: The goalie's blocker.

WWrap around: A goal from behind the net.

Wheels: Ice skates.

Zamboni: The machine used to “clean” or resurface the ice sheet.

Zebra: Referee.
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